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A  CEO Vision for the Future linking our Mission, 
our Core Values, our Code of Conduct and our 
Strategic Plan with specific Initiatives that will 
transform ADEC for a sustainable long-term future. 
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ADEC.  Our mission, our values, our services all center on the fundamental 
common goal to provide excellence in the human service field.  As our Mission 
states, we proudly advocate for and serve people with developmental and 
cognitive disabilities so they live lives full of choice and possibility. 

 

As the President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of this organization, I will 
uphold the highest standards, the highest expectations, and demonstrate the 
highest of social responsibility towards our clients, our employees and the 
community. 

 

My responsibilities reflect all elements as a director, a decision maker, a leader, a 
manager, an executor, and a communicator.   As the leader of the agency, I will be 
advising the board of directors, motivating employees, implementing decisions 
about policy and strategy, driving change within the organization, and presiding 
over the organization's day-to-day operations. 

 

 

Every action, every intent, every outcome is guided by our Mission. 

We are in the human services business.   A business is an entity, an organization, a 
company, an agency, a collective group of individuals, who have a common goal.  
We see a need, we assess the potential and we provide the “product.” For ADEC 
our product is the OUTCOME of services we provide.   The programs we offer and 
deliver create the end product – clients living lives full of choice and possibility.    
Our programs, how and what we do to deliver on our mission, will change and 
reflect back the progress in our community and society.    
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We are a human-serving organization. 

 

Our core values set the platform from which we have built the programs we 
provide our clients, their families and the community. 

 
A Life of their Own:  ADEC clients deserve a chance to . . . 

• Make their own choices 
• Pursue their passions 
,• Learn new skills 
• Develop healthy personal relationships 
• Make a positive contribution 

Dignity:   ADEC clients are entitled to . . . 

• Respect and professionalism as their daily needs are   
met 
• Protection from exploitation and abuse 

Employment:   ADEC clients deserve the opportunity to… 

• Find dignity and meaning in work 
• Make productive contributions to the community 
through work 
• Contribute to the well being of our society by being 
tax-paying citizens 

Community: As an active part of the community, ADEC . . . 

• Connects clients with local opportunities when 
possible 
• Is a catalyst for new client opportunities if they don’t 
exist 
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Our code of conduct and ethical standards amplify who we are.   Every action, 
every service,  every  intent should be demonstrated and executed with: 

 Integrity:  To say what we mean.  To deliver what we promise and to 
stand for what is right for all concerned. 

 Respect:  To treat one another with dignity and fairness, appreciating 
the diversity of our organization and the uniqueness of each individual with 
whom we interact. 

 Responsibility:  To contribute, to speak up – without fear of 
retribution and share concerns and ideas for the betterment of all.   

 Trust:  To inspire confidence through team work, and through open 
and candid communication. 

 Honesty:  To be truthful in all of our endeavors, to be honest and 
forthright with one another, with our constituents, communities, and all 
others with whom we interact. 

 Citizenship:  To obey all laws of our state and our nation, to report 
concerns and possible violations in the workplace, including violations of 
laws, regulations, or company policies, and seek clarification and/or 
resolution whenever there is suspicion of possible wrongdoing. 

 

ADEC is committed to the ethical treatment of all those who are invested in the 
organization.  For our employees, we are committed to honesty, fairness, a safe 
and healthy environment, and the dignity due everyone.  For our clients, we are 
committed to provide quality services, fair and just support in the achievement of 
the individual’s goals as well as the confidentiality and respect due each 
individual. For our communities, in which we live and work, we are committed to 
acting as concerned and responsible neighbors, reflecting all aspects of good 
citizenship. 
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Our mission, our values, our conduct and the way we deliver our human-serving 
programs were the backdrop for the thoughtful approach in establishing our five- 
year strategic plan.  Focus groups met and extensive interviews were conducted 
during 2010 to solicit opinions and input from persons served, their families, staff, 
board members and other stakeholders.  As a result, four areas of concern were 
identified to be the focus of the agency’s 2013-2018 Strategic Plan.  Four major 
goals have been established and serve as the focal point for board and staff 
activity to move ADEC forward over the next five years.  These goals are 
supported by measurable objectives from various parts of the organization. 

 

1. FINANCIAL STRENGTH 

• With an emphasis on market positioning analysis, ADEC will use its 
inherited financial strength to capitalize on entrepreneurial and 
revenue-generating opportunities while ensuring that we possess the 
assets, resources and adaptability to meet the challenges and 
opportunities of the near and long-term future. 

• ADEC will capitalize on the understanding of its financial strength, 
which involves continual measurement of key financial ratios and 
performance indicators and then comparing the various 
measurements with internal trends and external benchmarks.   

 

2. CULTURE OF INNOVATION AND FLEXIBLITY    

• ADEC will provide the highest quality of services to its clients and 
families by building the capacity of its staff and board members to 
recognize, develop and respond to opportunities which result in 
positive change in services, a strengthened financial position and 
enhanced standing for the organization in the community. 
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3. ROBUST COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY 

• ADEC will use technology and the agency’s decentralized locations to 
invite regular communication with families, constituents, and the 
community so that 1.) Information is available in many formats, 
places and times and  2.) Existing relationships are reinvigorated and 
new ones developed resulting in better input and greater support for 
the agency’s mission. 

 

4. CLIENT/COMMUNITY INTEGRATION 

• ADEC clients will be viewed as valuable contributors to the 
community, particularly in volunteerism, the arts and work force.  For 
this to be possible, the community will require consistent venues 

where they will be exposed to, educated about and engaged with the 
client assets.  The intent is to be a provider of choice for local issues. 

 

The purpose of this CEO whitepaper is to walk you through the initiatives we will 
execute so we can deliver successful and sustainable programs.  I will introduce 
five initiatives that look inwardly and outwardly on how and what we do.  The 
scope of this whitepaper is not a review of the program services we do today –
Supervised Group Living, Supportive Living, Adult Habilitation, Employment 
Services, Family Services, Guardianship, ADEC Industries and Transportation.   
These initiatives will indeed improve and change our approach, positively impact 
our clients and enhance our outcome measurements. 

 

To begin, I will provide an overview of the three major challenges ADEC faces. 
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The first challenge is economic uncertainty

Looking at the economy at a federal and state level does provide insight into 
factors influencing our own community – even while acknowledging the wealth in 
both Elkhart and St. Joseph counties. 

.  We have declining incomes, a 
distressed middle class, and more people facing economic hardship.     

 

The second challenge is the political uncertainty.

The U.S. economy is going through profound structural changes.  Five years after 
the financial crash of 2008, job growth remains slow, incomes are declining and 
inequality continues to rise.  The growing number of people in economic distress 
has expanded the need for social services, yet the resources available have 
shrunk.   The current economic trajectory, the policy consensus hidden under the 
seeming budget and economic policy “dysfunction” in Washington, has powerful 
implications for not-for-profits and their leaders. 

  We have dysfunctional federal 
government and policy consensus. 

For many reasons, the middle class is not progressing, moving up.   Therefore, 
there is no room for the disadvantaged to move up.   The projected 
unemployment rate for 2022 is 5.3 percent.  The unemployment rate for the 
period of 2001-2008 was 5.2 percent.  These are national levels; we all know that 
our local county experienced unemployment rates higher than 20 percent during 
the fiscal downturn.  The good news is for the past two years, our local economies 
have rebounded.  Jobs in the RV industry are growing, jobs in other manufacturing 
and retail businesses are growing, but the largest and fastest growing 
occupational category is personal services.  On a national level and at the state 
and local levels, we are becoming a “Service Economy.” 

 

The third challenge for the not-for-profit sector is uncertainty.  We have 
concerns about government and private sector funding, both of which are 
necessary for outcome measurements to meet the growing needs. 
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The shift in occupational resources towards the service industry has a direct 
impact on revenue.  Service economies have much less revenue stream.   Yet, 
these economic realities do not lead people to give generously to the poor or the 
disadvantaged and create even more challenges to the not-for-profit sector. 

Add to this, the poverty rate is the highest in 20 years.  Three-fourths of adults in 
poverty work.   More than 47 million people receive food stamps and/or some 
sort of federal or state assistance. 

We have fierce competition for funds for services, and it's going to get tougher. 

To strengthen ADEC's long-term viability and ensure the ability for us to provide 
the highest quality services to our clients and communities, ADEC needs to 
address key strategies.    It is with this backdrop that I have put together the 
platform outline for five initiatives that absolutely reflect our mission, exhibit our 
core values, embrace our code of conduct, and link to our strategic plan. 

Our focus continues to be on our mission.   To achieve this excellence in service 
and ensure the long-term sustainability of this human-serving organization, I am 
proposing the following five initiatives.   These initiatives will require a 
collaborative relationship with our employees, our clients, our Board and our 
community. 

1. Operations 

2. Housing 

3. Employment 

4. Human Capital 

5. Technology Innovation 

 

We want an agency whose trajectory is unlimited.   Working towards these 
initiatives will involve the collective energies of our Board, our agency leaders and 
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employees and require a collaborative environment with other agencies and 
community members.   Just as important and essential will be listening to and 
hearing  the voice of our clients.    

Successful and dedicated progress in these initiatives will provide ADEC the 
opportunity to diversify our revenue stream and prepare us to address the 
challenges of today and tomorrow. 

I will encourage, foster and reward the courage and the will to act.   We need to 
collaborate widely and partner deeply.  We will always have our hearts and minds 
on our mission.   

 

This initiative addresses Efficiency and Effectiveness.      

Initiative:  Operations 

We will press what we know today so we can transform, change and prepare for 
tomorrow.   This does not mean we change our program or our deliverables.  
What it does mean is looking at how we work our programs.  Can we do them 
smarter, free up funds so we can shift them to other needs in the agency?    

Every success in this initiative absolutely helps position us for long-term 
sustainability.   

Think of it as social innovation in how we approach our operations.  I want us to 
be fearless in looking at everything we do – not in program design, but in the 
operational execution of the program.   This is not job elimination.   This is the 
exact opposite.  This is job creation.  This is the potential for shifting expenses in 
non-client and non-employee areas and putting them INTO client and employee 
actions. 

Proven approaches work to achieve this.  One example is "Lean."  This approach is 
gaining traction in the health services sector, like hospitals and nursing homes, 
which face many of the same issues we do in the nonprofit space, such as 
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shrinking revenues, high dependence on federal and state funding, high employee 
turnover and rising costs.  All the while, these groups, like us, have the mission of 
providing a human service. 

We will look specifically at procurement, transportation, energy utilization and 
other areas.  We have a great opportunity to be collaborative with our community 
and other agencies, increasing our footprint in the communities and broadening 
our reach in Elkhart and St. Joseph counties.    

We do want to be fearless in this approach.  We must open our eyes and ideas to 
new ways.    

We will: 

• Set big goals, 

• Experiment early and often, 

• Make failure matter, 

• Reach beyond our comfort zone, and 

• Let urgency conquer fear. 

Give yourself the freedom to ask, “If we were starting ADEC today, what would we 
look like?”  Give yourself the freedom to think like this.    

 

Our mission to provide opportunities to live lives full of choice and possibility   
requires  a very wide and deep assessment of the housing needs for  people with 
cognitive and developmental disabilities.    

Initiative:  Housing 

We make a big impact in housing today with our 14 group homes in both Elkhart 
and St. Joseph counties, and with our supportive living clients who live primarily in 
and around Elkhart and Goshen.   
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However, the needs are bigger than the impact we make.   This impact involves 
more than what we do – how many people we serve, how long we have been in 
existence, or how far our services reach.    Our overall impact is about the positive 
change we achieve and whether or not it lasts.   I believe housing, being accessible 
to community, is a high-impact initiative we should pursue.   

The housing challenge facing communities and the expansive rural logistics of 
Elkhart County are highly complex.  To achieve the most impact, ADEC will have to 
grow community capacity and mobilize around the emerging community needs of 
our existing and future clients.    

This is a large initiative that will require more thorough and long-term planning.  It 
is important to note the definition of community or more specifically, how one 
feels a part of the community, relies significantly on transportation, connectivity 
through technology such as social media, participation in activities and having a 
voice.   It is less about living right next to someone.  Therefore, we will look at 
duplexes and apartment complexes. We will evaluate the location of our existing 
group homes.   

 We will leverage the property we have today and put together a significant plan 
for an ADEC campus expansion.  We will engage all voices – our clients, our Board, 
our employees and our community – to pursue this goal. Partnerships with and 
funding from foundations and benefactors will be necessary.   ADEC will work with 
and through our communities to build solutions that maximize our assets. 

Success in this initiative means residents of the community will view ADEC as a 
vital institution and economic engine. 

 

ADEC is known for providing employment opportunities for clients, from the 
traditional sheltered workshop environment to employment placements in the 
community. We have exhibited much success developing jobs and providing job 

Initiative:  Employment 
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coaching to clients.  We have enjoyed a long, successful partnership with Indiana 
Vocational Rehabilitation.   

However, the societal opinion and position of sheltered workshops are changing.  
It is not a question of "IF" but "WHEN” the political, regulatory and social 
decisions require a change in this area.  Specifically, today we pay piece rate based 
on the productivity level of our employees. We have a social responsibility to 
move this to minimum wage and develop the potential for integrated work force 
employment.  We must move from a “shelter work shop” to a “work services” 
operation. 

We want to leverage our success to having an economic significance in the 
employment of people with disabilities.   Despite having an established industry 
and reputation with our Work Services, this is one of the areas that requires the 
recalibration of our staff.    Many steps will be taken and plans put in place.   
We've started the process with a leadership change and with our participation in 
the Marketing Consortium with 15 other agencies who are members of the INARF 
trade association.  ADEC is part of the Packaging Cluster. 

We now must reach out to community leaders and seek to establish a community 
business advisory panel to address how to expand upon our reach to bring more 
work opportunities into our facilities. 

This will require a renewed investment in our facility and our people, resulting in 
significant growth in the opportunities of our clients – both financially and in their 
skills base. 

One goal will be to establish an industrial facility – developing worker skills and 
capabilities – to offer minimum wage compensation.    This will be a 
transformative challenge requiring collaboration, increased funding, and the 
support and buy-in of our working clients.  When completed successfully, we will 
be able to leverage the facility for continued sustainability.      
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We will look at our clients not from the perspective of what they cannot do or 
what skills they are missing.  We will be known as the agency that looks at our 
clients from the perspective of what skills, what capabilities they have.    

ADEC is a social enterprise, a service provider with a conscience, a nonprofit entity 
creating taxpayers.  As a social enterprise, we will directly address the social needs 
through our products and services and programs, or through the employment of 
disadvantaged people.   An example of such a social enterprise would be to open a 
technology center in downtown Elkhart, equipped with Wi-Fi and assistive 
technology tools and services and including an online component and perhaps a 
retail outlet to sell clients' art, jewelry and other projects.  The center could also 
accommodate other needs of the community.  

 The potential is endless.  The ideas are boundless. 

Our employment services of job coaches and job developers will continue to be a 
key differentiator.  The recent success of the “26 Jobs for 26 Miles” campaign just 
reinforces the opportunity and potential of our local job market.  Reaching out for 
more and getting it will be our mission and our challenge.   

The recent leadership change to have all employment services under the common 
goal is a strategic step.  This subtle change recognizes the need that job 
development and job coaching are both essential to our work services, ADEC 
Industries, and external community placements. 

We want ADEC Industries to be the place the people with disabilities want to 
work. 

 

Our most important resource is our employees. 

Initiative:  Human Capital 

Hypothetically, if you were to ask the question to us - "If ADEC was to stop serving 
clients today, and shut our doors forever - would the community grieve?"    I 
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believe the answer is yes.  Of course, our clients would be served by other 
organizations.  Some would have to be moved to other locations in the state.  
However, the grief would be there.  It would be not only for the loss of the clients, 
but the grief would be for the loss of the personal impact, the lasting impact we, 
the employees of ADEC have made in the lives of the clients, their families and our 
communities.    

Communication is the most important strategy.  Our traditional source of 
employees and environment is shifting.   The leadership team and the extended 
management team are instrumental in helping new people grow a passion for the 
services business.   We need to re-knit the institutional knowledge.   There is a 
strong correlation that “if you feel you belong – then you believe.”   

We need to promote empowerment, financial security and social economic 
mobility among our work force.   This is hard to do – but it is achievable.    As the 
earning power and income stability grow with our employees, they will have 
better self image, and confidence, better relationships, a greater ability to help 
others and a positive impact on the community as they themselves become role 
models. 

 Envision what I would call the “ADEC Effect”

Confidence -> Respect -> Inspiration 

 on our Employees 

This leads to another key ingredient – to foster, to encourage social 
entrepreneurship.   We will build upon our Mission, our Values, our Code of 
Conduct, and our Strategic Plan by focusing on the value of our employees with 
Insight, Inspiration and Intention. 

The recognition of our employees as key stakeholders in the long-term 
sustainability of the agency and the lives of our clients and for the communities in 
both Elkhart and St. Joseph county is essential.    

Senior Leadership engagement is required, along with accountability through all 
levels of the agency. 
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We will draw upon several fundamental basic human resource best practices, 
including defined job expectations consistent with assignment and level, and 
annual appraisals, with the entire agency getting new evaluations in March of 
2014.    We also will be calibrating our schedules so we can offer better committed 
hours worked.    We will put in place career paths and give employees more 
opportunities.  We will have rotation in home management. 

These action items will reduce turnover and overtime. 

In addition, we will specifically refresh the representation on community 
relationships and activities.  It will be expected that senior leadership and 
managers who are essential to succession planning will represent ADEC in 
community service clubs and other relationship.   I will require input and feedback 
about what is happening in these groups.  The managers involved must 
demonstrate a passion for the community activity. 

I do not want to miss the opportunity to reignite the passion of an employee. 

 

The past few years have witnessed a profound change in how technology is 
improving the lives of the clients we serve.  Technology is changing how we 
operationally run our services and the programs we provide.    

Initiative:  Technology Innovation 

This initiative  will address the deployment and implementation of technology 
throughout the agency— from the perspective of operating the agency to 
technology used to further the reach and impact  of the lives of our clients.   

Our program leaders are eager and willing to expand upon the use of technology 
in how they execute the deliverables of our programs.  However, with an 
emphasis on the programs, they need additional leadership and help in getting 
the technology implemented.    
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 Specific areas involve the implementation of electronic medical records, 
expansion of electronic documentation in supportive living and a comprehensive 
human resources information system. 

In parallel, as the skill of our clients grow, with the exposure to more assistive and 
social-reaching technologies, the growing dependencies on the need for 
technology connectivity, ADEC needs to have technology innovation as part of its 
service growth. 

We also recognize that the skill set of our existing employees and the skills set of 
new hires are more relevant and dependent upon the use of technology. 

Finally, as the societal boundaries expand, how we reach out to the community 
and fund donors will change. 

The nonprofit human-serving sector faces massive and accelerating impact on our 
profession due to technology, a change that shows little signs of slowing down.  
Much of what is transforming our business – from internal operations in the 
financial area to external operations that reach outward – is actually opening up 
new doors of opportunity.  This transformation brings with it a demand for new 
skills and added resources. 

We want to improve the use of technology and better leverage the resources we 
have at hand, all while maintaining a priority on the human element in how we 
deliver the programs.   
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Transformation 

We will transform ADEC from Good to Great, with a shared vision.   

To propel our mission, our values, and generate the “resource” engine of a high-
impact nonprofit human-serving organization we will: 

 Be a highly effective network, 

 Be creative and drive knowledge, 

 Be a center for innovation and best practice replication, 

 Be a strong and effective voice for our clients  and   the 
community,  

 Be collaborative; and  

 Be the agency that maintains its relevance by recognizing 
and exceeding the expectations of our clients – today and in the 
future. 

 

 

"Not everything that is faced can be changed,  

but nothing can be changed until it is faced."  

– James Arthur Baldwin 
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Success 

ADEC, collectively with the enthusiastic participation of our employees, the Board, 
our generous funding sources and the community, will 

 

 Grow our financial strength, 

 Reduce the risk of external political and economic impacts, 

 Cultivate a culture of innovation, 

 Build an employee workforce that is flexible and 
committed, 

 Have a robust  communication approach, and   

 Cultivate an integrated client and community quality of 
place. 

 

 

Our mission will guide us over the next strategic horizon. 


